MY PUBLIC RESPONSE TO DR TRAN-DAVIES' FaceBook/Blog POST

G’Day All:

Please help me understand what is happening here. Folk should absolutely be involved, cognizant, and invested in our next generations’ education, all the way through, from K though 12. Great! The conversations I am seeing and hearing are primarily about the early grades. Is there equal concern and discussion about the higher grades, including senior high (which is where I focus)? I am genuinely wondering.
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strategies and test students on all the strategies (which usually requires giving all the strategies names so you can then call on them in a test question), and mark students wrong if they solve a question correctly but with the wrong strategy, then we have a problem. A serious problem! Is this the sort of example serving as the basis of concern for the “Back to Basics: Mastering the Fundamentals of Mathematics” call? If so, then, yes! Let’s help support that teacher to really understand that we’re really working to develop mastery, flexibility with the mechanical work of mathematics, and not a set of edicts of alternatives that can only serve to confuse and demoralize if all enforced. (And, again, is the “Back to Basics” call focusing just on the early grade math work? Areas of concern for high school too?)

As far as I can tell, it seems we are all on the same page? I will request that we model uplifting and respectful conversation -- with the basic fact checking of any claims or assertions made, that would be nice. And if we don’t personally know, for sure, the basis of a particular claim, then ask the question.

Cheers,

James.

p.s. I should give a concrete example of what I mean by this phrase in teaching high-school mathematics. First take a classic grade-school arithmetic problem like 17x18. One can, of course solve via the standard long-multiplication algorithm to get the answer 306. And one can see why this algorithm works if you see the computation as a geometry problem: compute the area of a 17x18 rectangle. And there lies the power of understanding. Zoom on up to high-school algebra to compute (x+7)(x+8) and one sees that this is exactly the same work.

Students are typically taught the mnemonic FOIL to expand brackets in algebra class: first, outer, inner, last. But by understanding the task as a geometry problem it is obvious that there are four pieces to be considered and that it does not matter one whit in which order one computes them. Moreover, FOIL is directly relevant only to a very small class of algebra problems. Students with geometry in their minds can see, with natural ease, that expanding (x + y + a + b + 2)(x + c + 5), for example, must give a sum with 15 terms. FOIL is of little immediate help here.
Go further. In Senior High students are expected to factor large polynomials. This often requires dividing one polynomial by another. Well ... division is just reverse multiplication. We can do this work by just applying our geometric understanding backwards!

This is an example of a whole mathematics story line that starts in the early grades and plays itself all the way out to senior high mathematics. The standard long multiplication algorithm (with fluency of the basic math facts) ... sure! But this alone makes for a very tough road for the follow-on years of mathematics learning.